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Abstract: Hybrid systems are characterized by combining discrete and continuous

behaviors. Verification of hybrid systems is, in general, a difficult task due to the

potential complexity of the continuous dynamics. Currently, there are different for-

malisms and tools which are able to analyze specific types of hybrid systems, model

checking being one of the most used approaches. In this paper, we propose an ex-

tension of the discrete model checker Java Path Finder in order to analyze hybrid

systems. We apply a general methodology which has been successfully used to ex-

tend SPIN. This methodology is non-intrusive, and uses external libraries, such as

Parma Polyhedra Library, to abstract the continuous behavior of the hybrid system

independent to the underlying model checker.
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1 Introduction

A hybrid system is a system whose behavior is determined by a combination of different vari-

ables: a set of magnitudes, that follow some continuous dynamics which may instantaneously

change, and a set of discrete variables, that behave as usual in discrete systems. Thus, hybrid

systems present continuous and discrete behaviors which are closely related. On the one hand,

magnitudes are modeled by the so-called continuous variables the values of which evolve over

time following ordinary differential equations (ODE). On the other hand, each discrete state,

also called location, can define a different dynamic for the continuous magnitudes. Thus, when a

transition between two locations occurs, the dynamics of some continuous variables may change.

Hybrid systems have been used as a model for different applications, such as embedded au-

tomotive controllers [BBB+00] or manufacturing systems [Feh99]. Since many of these appli-

cations are considered critical, there is a general interest in the fields of design and analysis

of hybrid systems. In the context of computer science, it is common to use hybrid automata

[Hen96] to represent hybrid systems. Hybrid automata extend the notion of automata by adding

continuous variables to discrete states whose values may continuously evolve following an ODE.

Since the algorithmic analysis of systems described with general ODEs is difficult, it is normal

to constrain the equations that describe the continuous dynamics and to develop analytical meth-

ods for specific types of hybrid systems. In [ACH+95], the authors describe the linear hybrid
automata, whose continuous variables evolve following constant differential equations. Linear

hybrid automata include systems such as timed automata [AD91], the variables of which are

clocks that move linearly over time, or multirate timed systems, in which continuous variables

are clocks that evolve at different rates. Rectangular hybrid automata [Kop96] are another class
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Figure 1: Architecture of the approach

of hybrid automata that define the evolution of continuous variables by R
n-intervals. The initial-

ized rectangular hybrid automata (IRHA) are a special case that forces the reset (initialization),

in discrete transitions, of those continuous variables the continuous dynamics of which change.

In previous work [GP10], we proposed a methodology to extend explicit discrete model check-

ers to analyze IRHA in a non-intrusive way. Firstly, we chose this class of hybrid automata

because their dynamics can naturally approximate more general dynamics [HHW98]. In ad-

dition, IRHA form a maximal class of hybrid automata for which model checking is decid-

able [HKPV98].

Figure 1 shows our methodology. Our claim is that the abstraction of the continuous behavior

may be integrated in an off-the-shelf model checker in a transparent manner. To achieve this

integration, we use existing libraries, such as Parma Polyhedra Library (PPL), to carry out the

abstraction, and we define a set of external structures to store the necessary data, which are

partially visible to the model checker. The visible part is a discrete reference to the continuous

behavior which is included in the discrete section of system states handled by the model checker.

Consequently, the model checker is able to analyze hybrid systems as if they were discrete. One

of the advantages of this methodology is its modularity. We could replace the external library that

performs the abstraction, and the main parts of the tool architecture do not have to be modified.

Another advantage is that users of a given model checking tool may easily use an extension of

its preferred tool able to analyze hybrid systems.

In [GP10] we reported our success in using this methodology to extend the SPIN model

checker. To demonstrate the applicability of the methodology, now we use a similar approach

to extend JPF. There are many differences between SPIN and JPF, that makes an adaptation of

our methodology necessary. The main difference is that JPF generates a state only when there

is non-deterministic behavior. In general, a change in a Java variable does not generate a JPF

state. In contrast, SPIN produce states when there is any change in the variables, or the program

counter. This is mainly because Java is a full programming language while PROMELA is only

for modeling purposes. In addition, since Java is an object oriented language the mechanism to

model an automaton also changes, from process to objects. Finally, each tool provides a different

mechanism to interact with external libraries. SPIN allows the execution of native C code em-

bedded in the model. In contrast, JPF provides an interface to execute Java bytecodes in a host

Java Virtual Machine.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the following topics: JPF, hybrid

automata and PPL. Section 3 presents the underlying formalization of our approach. Section 4
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explains different aspects of the current implementation using JPF. Finally, Section 5 presents

some conclusions and future work.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Java Path Finder

Java Path Finder [jpf12] is a highly customizable execution environment for the verification of

Java bytecode programs. JPF was originally designed as a model checking tool for Java but,

currently, JPF provides much more functionality. The basic component of JPF is jpf-core, which

is a special virtual machine that executes Java programs to find defects in their behavior. These

defects are expressed by means of properties.

Figure 2 shows the architecture of JPF. Since JPF is a Virtual Machine running over the

JavaVirtual Machine (JVM), the input of JPF is a standard Java program with some annotations

and some configuration files containing the properties to be analyzed. The result of the analysis

is a report that states whether the properties hold. The architecture includes two interfaces, the

Model Java Interface (MJI), and the Java Native Interface (JNI). The MJI provides access to

the JPF applications, while JNI gives access to the JVM host. There are three main reasons to

execute bytecodes in the JVM host instead of JPF:

• To intercept native methods that JPF is forced to ignore.

• To intercept methods that would affect JPF internal class, object and thread model. MJI

can also be used to extend the functionality of JPF without changing its implementation.

• To reduce state space since execution in the JVM host is non-tracked.

JPF implements a mechanism to intercept method invocations and delegates them, by means

of Java reflection, to a dedicated class. This mechanism uses two types of classes: the model
class and the native peer class. The model class is executed by JPF and might be completely

unknown to the JVM host. This model class contains the methods that have to be intercepted. The

native peer class is executed in the JVM host, and contains the implementation of the intercepted

methods.

JPF implements different model checking algorithms, from the depth first search to heuristic

search. All of them are based on identifying points in the program (called execution choices)

where execution could proceed differently, and then systematically exploring all the possibili-

ties. This means that theoretically JPF executes all paths through the program, not just one like

a normal JVM. Typical choices are different scheduling sequences or random values, but JPF

allows us to also introduce new types of choices such as user inputs or state machine events.

Observe that JPF generates a new state only when an execution choice is reached, and not when

a variable changes its value which is slightly different from other model checkers such as SPIN.

The jpf-core can be configured to detect different errors in the program. Some non-functional

properties, such as deadlocks or unhandled exceptions, do not have to be specified. In addition,

functional properties such as reachability may be detected by means of listeners, which are little

plug-ins that monitor the execution of the program.
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Figure 2: JPF architecture

Finally, it is worth highlighting some characteristics of JPF. First, JPF is a virtual machine

running over a standard JVM, thus the execution of a Java program is slower than in the orig-

inal JVM. In addition, this speed is even slower because JPF executes all possible paths of the

program, in comparison with the standard JVM. Secondly, JPF cannot execute Java libraries

that make use of native code, mainly because native calls, such as system calls, are difficult

to revert. To solve this problem, we can use the native peers and model classes described

above. The jpf-core includes implementations of some common standard Java classes, such

as java.lang.Thread.

2.2 Hybrid Automata

Modeling a hybrid system requires using both discrete variables, which evolve following the

usual discrete dynamics of computer systems, and continuous variables that change following the

continuous dynamics over time described by means of ODEs. The evolution of discrete variables

is assumed to be instantaneous. However, in order to describe the behavior of continuous vari-

ables it is necessary to introduce time related aspects into the model. Hybrid automata [Hen96]

provide a formal model for hybrid systems. Hybrid automata formalize the notion of trajectory
as a particular execution of a hybrid system in which both discrete and continuous transitions

may be interleaved. In this section, we introduce this formal model [Hen96] and illustrate its

behavior with an example.

Definition 1 (Hybrid automaton) A hybrid automaton H is a tuple 〈Loc,T,Σ,X , Init, Inv,Flow,
Jump〉 where:

• Loc is a finite set of discrete states (locations) of the automaton.

• T ⊆ Loc×Loc is a finite set of transitions.

• Σ is the set of event names, equipped with a labeling function lab : T → Σ.

• X = {x1, · · · ,xn} is a finite set of real-valued variables. The set Ẋ = {ẋ1, · · · , ẋn} represents

the first derivative of the elements of X during the continuous evolution in a location. In
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addition, the set X ′ = {x′1, · · · ,x′n} corresponds to updates of variables when a transition

t ∈ T takes place.

• Init, Inv and Flow are functions that assign predicates to each location. Thus, Init(loc)
defines the possible initial values of the variables in X . Inv(loc) gives the conditions on

variables in X that must be true while the system stays at location loc. Flow(loc) is a

predicate over X ∪ Ẋ that defines the evolution of the variables in loc.

• The function Jump assigns each transition t ∈ T to the guards that enable the transition

and to the updates of variables before transiting to the new location.

Let [X → R] be the set of all maps from X to R. If p is a predicate over X , then [[p]] denotes

all functions v ∈ [X →R] that satisfy p. Similarly, we define the meaning of a predicate over X ′,
X ∪X ′ or X ∪ Ẋ . Finally, the same notion may be extended to sets of predicates such as Init, Inv
or Jump.

A hybrid state of H is a pair (loc,v), where loc ∈ Loc is a location of the automaton, and

v ∈ [X → R] is a valuation of variables such that v ∈ [[Inv(loc)]]. A hybrid automaton behaves

like a timed transition system. Intuitively, given loc, loc′ ∈ Loc, two valuations v,v′ ∈ [X → R],
and δ ∈ R≥0, (loc,v)→δ (loc,v′) means that the continuous variables evolve from v into v′ in δ
time units, and (loc,v) σ→d (loc′,v′) means that the hybrid state (loc,v) evolves instantaneously

to (loc′,v′).

Definition 2 (Trajectories) Given a hybrid automaton H = 〈Loc,T,Σ,X , Init, Inv,Flow,Jump〉,
transitions of H are either:

• Discrete transitions: given t = (loc, loc′) ∈ T and lab(t) = σ , (loc,v) σ→d (loc′,v′), iff

v,v′ ∈ [X → R], and (v,v′) ∈ [[Jump(t)]]. To simplify the notation, we drop the label σ
from the discrete transitions and use simply→d .

• Continuous transitions: for each δ ∈ R≥0, (loc,v)→δ (loc,v′) iff there exists a differen-

tiable function fv : [0,δ ]→ R
n, ḟv : [0,δ ]→ R

n being its first derivative, such that:

– fv(0) = v, fv(δ ) = v′.

– ∀r ∈ [0,δ ], fv(r) ∈ [[Inv(loc)]] and ( fv(r), ḟv(r)) ∈ [[Flow(loc)]].

Thus, a trajectory is a (possible infinite) sequence of hybrid states such as (loc0,v0)→λ0
· · ·

(loc j,v j)→λ j · · · , where vi ∈ [[Inv(loci)]], i = 0,1 · · · , λi ∈ R∪{d} and v0 ∈ Init(loc0).

This definition of trajectory is very intuitive, since it explicitly shows the continuous and

discrete evolution of a system, leaving undetermined the time when discrete transitions take

place. In addition, a state stores a unique real value for each continuous variable, which is very

reasonable from a theoretical point of view. However, it is clear that the definition gives no

guidance whatsoever on how to manage and analyze the non-enumerable set of possible states

generated by the system.
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Figure 3: Hybrid automaton of fan controller

2.2.1 An Example: The Fan Controller

To illustrate the behavior of hybrid automata, we use the example of a fan controller, shown in

Figure 3. The main task of this controller is to keep the temperature of the room between 15

and 35 degrees. The automaton has two locations that represent the possible modes of the fan

(On or Off). There are two continuous variables: clock, a clock that measures the time elapsed

from the last mode switching, and temp, which saves the room temperature. The automaton can

be in location Off if the temperature is below 35 degrees. In this location, the first derivative of

both variables is equal to one; in other words, they evolve linearly over time and at the same rate.

The automaton can be in location On if the temperature is over 15 degrees. In this case, the first

derivative of temp is minus three, and the derivative of clock is one. The transition from location

Off to On is enabled when the temperature is over 30 degrees and at least 10 time units have

elapsed since reaching the location Off. When the transition is taken, clock is set to zero (reset).

The transition from On to Off is enabled if the temperature is below 25 degrees, and again, clock

is reset to zero. The uncertainty of discrete transition execution generates different trajectories

that mix the continuous evolution of the variables with the discrete transitions. For instance, if

temp is initially set to 14 degrees and clock is set to 0, a valid trajectory of the automaton is

〈Off ,(0,14)〉 −→20 〈Off ,(20,34)〉 −→d 〈On,(0,34)〉 −→4 〈On,(4,22)〉 −→d 〈Off ,(0,22)〉 −→
·· · but, of course, the automaton allows many more possible trajectories.

2.3 Reachability using convex polyhedra

We use numerical abstractions to over-approximate the continuous behavior of hybrid systems.

This approach has been proposed many times using different types of abstract domains such as

hyperrectangles [BMP99] or convex polyhedra [CK98]. The abstraction used may restrict the

equations that define the behavior of the continuous variables.

There are many open libraries that provide numerical abstractions [KMP+95, Jea02, LCW+02].

These libraries can greatly reduce the cost of developing a new tool. We use the Parma Polyhedra

Library [BHZ08] to represent the continuous behavior of IRHA by means of convex polyhedra.

The main features of PPL are precise arithmetic, efficiency, dynamic memory allocation, and

portability (PPL is written in standard C++, with C, Java, Objective CAML and Prolog inter-

faces).
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3 Formalization

In this section, we formalize the methodology proposed in the paper. In particular, we show

how the trajectories allowed by hybrid automaton can be abstracted by discrete paths which can

be analyzed later by non-hybrid off-the-shelf model checkers. Here, we formally describe this

trajectory abstraction, and prove some correctness results which guarantee the soundness of our

approach. To this end, we assume that the continuous and discrete transition relations, described

in the trajectory definition (Definition 2), are simulated by two abstract transition relations. Parts

of these theoretical results are well-known ( [ACH+95, Ho95, HKPV98, HK99]), but we describe

them here to illustrate the proposed methodology. Additionally, we prove the preservation of

properties between the abstract trajectories analyzed and the concrete trajectories allowed by

the initial automaton. These results provides a way to interpret the answers obtained when the

abstract trajectories are analyzed by model checking.

Note that the particular abstraction of states is not relevant in the discussion that follows. How-

ever, we assume that states are abstracted using convex polyhedra according to the implementa-

tion presented in the paper. In addition, we consider that the hybrid automaton under analysis

is rectangular, i.e. all automaton predicates are constraints such as x ∈ (0,5]. We start from a

hybrid automaton (that could be the product of different automata [Fre05]) with n continuous

variables X = {x1, · · · ,xn}.

Definition 3 (Abstract states) An abstract state is a pair 〈loc,P〉 such that loc ∈ Loc and P is a

convex polyhedron in R
n which satisfies the invariant [[Inv(loc)]], that is, P⊆ [[Inv(loc)]]. The

abstract state 〈loc,P〉 is an abstraction of a hybrid state (loc,v) iff v ∈ P.

An extended abstract state is a 3-tuple 〈loc,P,P′〉, where 〈loc,P〉 is an abstract state, P′ is a

convex polyhedron in R
n and P⊆ P′.

The extended abstract state 〈loc,P,P′〉 extends the abstract state 〈loc,P〉 with a third compo-

nent P′ that stores the polyhedron accumulated during the execution of a number of continuous

transitions in an abstract trajectory.

The abstraction relation between hybrid and abstract states allows the simulation of the tra-

jectories of the hybrid automaton H with sequences of abstract states. Given transition relations

→δ and →d of Definition 2, we assume that there are two abstract transition relations →α
δ and

→α
d that relate abstract states and constitute a simulation of→δ and→d in the following sense:

1. if (loc,v1)→δ (loc,v2) and 〈loc,P1〉 is an abstraction of (loc,v1), then there exists an

abstract state 〈loc,P2〉 such that 〈loc,P1〉 →α
δ 〈loc,P2〉, and 〈loc,P2〉 is an abstraction of

(loc,v2).

2. if (loc1,v1)→d (loc2,v2) and 〈loc1,P1〉 is an abstraction of (loc1,v1), then there exists an

abstract state 〈loc2,P2〉 such that 〈loc1,P1〉 →α
d 〈loc2,P2〉, and 〈loc2,P2〉 is an abstraction

of (loc2,v2).

Observe that relations →α
δ and →α

d are generic in the sense that they are only required to

simulate the concrete transition relations. We now define abstract relations on extended abstract

states:
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1. if 〈loc,P1〉 →α
δ 〈loc,P2〉, then for all P such that P1 ⊆ P, we define the abstract continuous

transition relation on extended states

〈loc,P1,P〉 →α
δ 〈loc,P2, pol(P∪P2)〉

where, given R⊆ R
n, pol(R) represents the smallest convex polyhedron in R

n containing

R.

2. if 〈loc1,P1〉 →α
d 〈loc2,P2〉, then for all P such that P1 ⊆ P, we define the abstract discrete

transition relation on extended states

〈loc1,P1,P〉
P
→α

d 〈loc2,P2,P2〉

Note that→α
d is labeled by polyhedron P, which is the third component of its source extended

abstract state. We do this to record, in the transition label, the polyhedron accumulated by the

preceding abstract continuous transitions at loc.
We can now redefine the notion of trajectory given in Section 2.2 considering (extended)

abstract states. Given a convex polyhedron P0⊆ [[Init(loc0)]], an extended abstract trajectory is a
sequence of extended abstract states obtained by applying the abstract transitions described above
from the initial state 〈loc0,P0,P0〉. Thus, an extended abstract trajectory could be as follows:

〈loc0,P0
0 ,P

0
0 〉 →α

δ 0
0
〈loc0,P0

1 ,A
0
1〉 →α

δ 0
1
· · · →α

δ 0
i0−1
〈loc0,P0

i0 ,A
0
i0〉

A0
i0

→α
d 〈loc1,P1

0 ,P
1
0 〉 · · ·

where A0
1 = pol(P0

0 ∪P0
1 ), A0

2 = pol(A0
1∪P0

2 ), · · · are the accumulated polyhedra obtained during

the continuous evolution at a location.

Observe that with this new notion of trajectory which uses polyhedra instead of points, we can

jointly describe a non-enumerable set of hybrid trajectories. In addition, by construction, if we

fix the location loc j, then the sets P j
0 ,A

j
1, · · · ,A j

i j
corresponding to the continuous transitions in

loc j satisfy the chain of inclusions: P j
0 ⊆ A j

1 ⊆ ·· · ⊆ A j
i j

. Thus, the last polyhedron A j
i j

contains

all points visited during the continuous abstract transitions executed at location loc j.

The proposition below captures the simulation relation between trajectories and abstract tra-

jectories:

Proposition 1 Given a trajectory of a hybrid system tra j = (loc0,v0)→λ0
(loc1,v1)→λ1

· · · ,
there exists an extended abstract trajectory α(tra j) = 〈loc0,P0,P′0〉 →α

λ0
〈loc1,P1,P′1〉 →α

λ1
· · ·

such that for all i≥ 0. 〈loci,Pi,P′i 〉 is an abstraction of 〈loci,vi〉.

Namely, each trajectory tra j is simulated step by step by an extended abstract trajectory

α(tra j). The next definition compacts each abstract extended trajectory into an abstract tra-

jectory which only uses the discrete abstract transition relation. This transformation enables the

proof of the desired simulation relation between trajectories and abstract discrete trajectories.
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Definition 4 (Abstract trace) Consider an extended abstract trajectory

α(tra j) = 〈loc0,P0
0 ,P

0
0 〉 →α

δ 0
0
· · · →α

δ 0
i0−1
〈loc0,P0

i0 ,A
0
i0〉

A0
i0

→α
d 〈loc1,P1

0 ,P
1
0 〉 →α

δ 1
0
· · · →α

δ 1
i1−1
〈loc1,P1

i1 ,A
1
i1〉

A1
i1

→α
d · · ·

then the abstract trace α(tra j) determined by α(tra j) is defined as

α(tra j) = 〈loc0,P0
0 〉

A0
i0−→d 〈loc1,P1

0 〉
A1

i1−→d · · ·

Observe that in the previous definition, the abstract trace α(tra j) constructed from α(tra j)
is a sequence of states similar to those determined by labeled transition systems. Each label of

α(tra j) contains the polyhedron A j
i j

accumulated during the continuous transitions at location

loc j which have been abstracted. In other words, we are collapsing the continuous transitions at

each location into a single abstract state, encoding in the label of the following discrete transition

the accumulated result of executing the continuous part:

〈loc0,P0
0 ,P

0
0 〉 →α

δ 0
0
· · · →α

δ 0
i0−1
〈loc0,P0

i0 ,A
0
i0〉︸ ︷︷ ︸

A0
i0→α
d 〈loc1,P1

0 ,P
1
0 〉 →α

δ 1
0
· · · →α

δ 1
i1−1
〈loc1,P1

i1 ,A
1
i1〉︸ ︷︷ ︸

A1
i1→α
d · · ·

〈loc0,P0
0 〉

A0
i0→α
d 〈loc1,P1

0 〉
A1

i1→α
d · · ·

Using Definition 4 and Proposition 1, we can formalize the simulation of the hybrid trajecto-

ries by a discrete sequence of abstract states, as follows:

Theorem 1 Given a trajectory of a hybrid system

tra j = (loc0,v0
0)→δ 0

0
· · · →δ 0

i0−1
(loc0,v0

i0)→d (loc1,v1
0)→δ 1

0
· · ·

there exists a sequence of abstract states

α(tra j) = 〈loc0,P0〉
A0

→α
d 〈loc1,P1〉

A1

→α
d · · ·

such that for all k ≥ 0,0≤ l ≤ ik. vk
l ∈ Ak.

Consequently, each possible trajectory traj of a rectangular hybrid system is simulated by a

path α(tra j) that uses polyhedra as abstractions of the real values.

3.1 Analyzing Temporal Properties.

Given a hybrid automaton H, we denote with Sem(H) the set of all possible trajectories produced

by H. Let Semα(H) denote the set of the traces of abstract states {α(tra j)|tra j ∈ Sem(H)}
constructed as above from the trajectories in Sem(H).

In order to analyze properties of the trajectories in Sem(H), we analyze the properties satisfied

by the paths in Semα(H). However, an abstraction can suffer from loss of information, which
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means that the satisfaction of properties on Semα(H) cannot always be transferred to Sem(H).
The rest of the section is devoted to discussing this aspect.

Let us assume that Prop is a set of atomic propositions to be evaluated on hybrid states of

automaton H. Thus, given a state (loc,v), and a proposition p ∈ Prop, we write (loc,v) |= p
when (loc,v) satisfies p. Now consider an abstract state 〈loc,P〉. We have two dual ways of

defining when 〈loc,P〉 satisfies a proposition p:

1. We say that 〈loc,P〉 under-satisfies p, and denote this with 〈loc,P〉 |=α
u p iff ∀v ∈ P.

(loc,v) |= p.

2. We say that 〈loc,P〉 over-satisfies p, and denote this with 〈loc,P〉 |=α
o p iff ∃v ∈ P.

(loc,v) |= p.

Thus, 〈loc,P〉 |=α
u p means that all hybrid states abstracted by 〈loc,P〉 satisfy p. However,

〈loc,P〉 |=α
o p means that at least one hybrid state abstracted by 〈loc,P〉 satisfies p. Clearly,

〈loc,P〉 |=α
u p⇒ 〈loc,P〉 |=α

o p.

Operators |=, |=α
u and |=α

o can be inductively extended to (abstract) trajectories and LTL for-

mulas as usual. Given a trajectory traj ∈ Sem(H), and an LTL formula f , we write traj |= f
iff traj satisfies f , (according to the semantics of LTL). Similarly, we write H |= ∀ f iff ∀traj ∈
Sem(H).traj |= f , and H |= ∃ f iff ∃traj ∈ Sem(H).traj |= f . Similar definitions can be done with

LTL formulas, |=α
u and |=α

o and abstract trajectories.

The following proposition, proved in [GMP02], establishes the results of property preservation

between the abstract and hybrid trajectories.

Proposition 2 Given a hybrid automata H, and a temporal LTL formula f :

1. if Semα(H) |=α
u ∀ f then Sem(H) |= ∀ f

2. if Semα(H) 
|=α
o ∃ f then Sem(H) 
|= ∃ f

In other words, abstraction is useful to prove universal formulae (if they are under-approximated)

or to refute existential properties (if they are over-approximated). Otherwise, the counterexam-

ple obtained when trying to prove the property must be analyzed to check whether it corresponds

to a real behavior of the automaton.

However, there are some formulae for which under and over satisfaction of properties coin-

cide. For instance, assume that p is an atomic proposition describing property “automaton is at
location l”. It is trivial to prove that 〈loc,P〉 |=α

u p ⇐⇒ 〈loc,P〉 |=α
o p, which means that we may

prove or refute properties that only contain atomic propositions like p. In [GMMP04], there is a

general introduction to temporal logic analysis on abstract systems.

3.2 Analyzing Deadlocks

We briefly discuss the case in which the abstract transition relation →α
δ and →α

d are not only a

simulation of the original→δ and→d , but are also bi-simulations in the usual sense.

Assume that transition relations→α
δ and→α

d bi-simulate relations→δ and→d , i.e., in addition

to being similar to the original transition relations, they also satisfy the following conditions.
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1. if 〈loc,P1〉 →α
δ 〈loc,P2〉 and abstract state 〈loc,P1〉 is an abstraction of (loc,v1), there

exists a state (loc,v2) such that (loc,v1)→δ (loc,v2), and 〈loc,P2〉 is an abstraction of

(loc,v2).

2. if 〈loc1,P1〉 →α
d 〈loc2,P2〉 and abstract state 〈loc1,P1〉 is an abstraction of (loc1,v1), there

exists a state (loc2,v2) such that (loc1,v1)→d (loc2,v2), and 〈loc2,P2〉 is an abstraction of

(loc2,v2).

Definition 5 (Blocked sequence) Given a general linear transition system (LTS) (Σ′,→), and

a sequence of states seq = s0 → s1 → ·· · , we say that seq is a blocked sequence if there exists a

non end state si in the sequence, such that si 
→.

Observe that this definition applies to any LTS, and consequently it also refers to abstract/con-

crete trajectories of a hybrid system.

Proposition 3 Let H be a hybrid system, and assume that Sem(H) and Semα(H) are, respec-
tively, the set of trajectories and abstract paths determined by the original transition relations
→δ and →d, and two abstract relations →α

δ and →α
d which constitute bi-simulations as de-

fined above. Then, if ∀α(tra j) ∈ Semα(H),α(tra j) does not block, there exists a trajectory
tra j ∈ Sem(H) which does not block either.

4 Extending JPF

To extend JPF without modifying the jpf-core, it is necessary to develop a new jpf-project which

includes the model classes, the native peers, etc. related with the new extension. All jpf-projects
are organized following the same source folder tree. It is important to know these folders because

classes are executed by JPF or by the JVM depending on their location. The main folders are:

• src/main: contains classes executed by the JVM (listeners, choice generators, etc).

• src/peers: contains the library classes executed by the JVM (MJI native peers).

• src/classes: contains the library classes executed by JPF.

• src/example: contains the models and the configuration file of the system under analysis.

In this section, we first present how to model an IRHA using Java. Then, we briefly describe

the implementation of the JPF extension for hybrid systems. We introduce the main classes

developed, and present some fragments of code to illustrate how to use them.

4.1 Modeling Hybrid Automata

Modeling hybrid systems in JPF do not require extending the JPF input language. Since Java is

an object oriented program, an automaton will be a object of a special class. The same idea is

used to model other components such as continuous variables or locations. All these new classes
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1 public class FanController_dtr extends RAutomaton{
2 private ContVar temp, clock;
3 private DiscTrans ton_off, toff_on;
4 private HybridState on, of;
5
6 public FanController(int id){
7 super(id);
8 temp= new ContVar("[10,15]","[1,1]","temp",id);
9 clock= new ContVar("[0,0]","[1,1]","clock",id);

10 off= new HybridState("off", "temp<=35", true,id);
11 on= new HybridState("on", "temp>=15", false,id);
12 ton_off= new DiscTrans("on", "off", "temp<=25", "clock={,[0,0]}", id);
13 toff_on= new DiscTrans("off", "on", "temp>=30 && clock>=10", "clock

={,[0,0]}", id);
14 }
15 }

Figure 4: Java model of the fan controller

are executed by JPF and constitute a library for later modeling specific hybrid systems. This

means that the four classes described in this section are located in the folder src/classes.

The class RAutomaton describes a rectangular hybrid automaton. This class extends from the

class Thread implemented in JPF. In consequence, we do not have to implement mechanisms

for interleaving the discrete transitions of automaton. The class RAutomaton does not include

concrete locations or continuous variables. The description of an automaton, such as the fan

controller, has to extend from RAutomaton, and declare the specific variables and locations as

member variables.

The class HybridState defines an automaton location. Each HybridState object includes the

name, the invariant and a flag that indicates whether the location is the initial one. The class Con-
tVar models a continuous variable. Each ContVar object stores the value and the flow equation

of the variable in the initial location. In addition, the object has an identifier, which corresponds

with the dimension that represents the variable in the polyhedra. Class DiscTrans defines discrete

transitions between locations. It is characterized by the names of the source and target location,

the guard condition that enables the transition, and the updates that have to be performed when

the transition is fired. The constructor of all these classes also includes the automaton identifier.

Using these five classes, any IRHA can be depicted. For instance, Figure 4 shows the code of

the fan controller introduced in Section 2.2.

4.2 Definition of the External Structures

As presented in Section 3, continuous trajectories of hybrid systems can be analyzed as discrete

traces applying some abstraction to the continuous behavior of the automata. In this section,

we describe some basic structures used to store the abstraction of the continuous variables when

analyzing a hybrid system with JPF. These structures are external and transparent to JPF in the

sense that the class that contains its definition is executed by the host JVM, and not by JPF. Thus,

the data store in the structures is not tracked by JPF.
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• Global Location: This variable, denoted as gloc, stores the location of all concurrent

automata of the system. Assuming that we have m concurrent automata, the system state

is represented as se = 〈(loc1,sv1), · · · ,(locm,svm),PG〉, gloc stores the product location

gloc = (loc1, · · · , locm). Global location is used as a discrete reference of the state of the

product automaton. Thus, when its value changes we force the generation of a new JPF

transition that evaluates whether the transition generates a new or visited state.

• Polyhedra Pool: This structure stores all the convex polyhedra visited during the analysis,

irrespective of the state where they have been reached. That is to say, it stores the succes-

sive polyhedra, which are abstractions of the continuous variables, computed during the

analysis. These polyhedra were denoted as A0,A1 · · · in Theorem 1. When a new polyhe-

dron is calculated, if it is not contained in any polyhedra previously found, it is stored in

the pool, and we associate it with a fresh identifier.

• Global Location Table: This data structure stores the polyhedra visited in each location

of the product automaton. Each table component corresponds to a gloc value along with

a list of reached polyhedra. To reduce the memory consumption, this table only stores the

polyhedra identifiers.

The global location table is used as follows to know whether an extended state has been

previously visited. Assuming that the discrete part of the state coincides, and that the poly-

hedron just calculated is contained in a polyhedron indexed in the corresponding compo-

nent of the global location table, we may conclude that the system state has already been

visited, and the model checker may backtrack.

4.3 Including the External Structures

We now explain how to include the structures defined in Section 4.2 in our jpf-project. We also

report on the analysis carried out by JPF and the polyhedra computation using PPL.

Since JPF cannot run native methods, such as calls to PPL methods, we have to delegate the

execution of these methods to the host JVM. To this end, we use the MJI interface, that inter-

cepts the calls to native methods, and the native peer classes, that implement these methods. In

addition, native peer classes include variables and structures which are hidden from JPF.

To centralize the management of the structures presented in Section 4.2, we have developed

an extra model class, called Analyzer and an associated native peer. The Analyzer model class

has two member variables, the current global location and the identifier of the current polyhedra,

which are part of JPF state. The rest of the structures are defined in the Analyzer’s native peer,

namely, they are hidden from JPF and store objects of unsupported types by JPF. We use Java

collections to define these structures, in this way the development is easier because we do not

need to efficiently implement the methods to include or extract data from the structures.

We have also developed native peers for all the classes presented Section 4.1. Each native

peer implements the constructor of the respective model class, to store the relevant data inside

the structures presented in Section 4.2.
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1 public class TestFanController {
2
3 public static void main(String[] args) {
4 System.out.println("Starting TestFanController..");
5 Analyzer a= new Analyzer(0);
6 FanController f1= new FanController(1);
7 f1.start();
8 }
9 }

Figure 5: Test class for fan controller

4.4 Analyzing systems with JPF extended for hybrid systems

To analyze a system with JPF, we have to define a main method in one of the model classes. We

recommend using an extra class that contains the whole model. Figure 5 shows this class for the

fan controller example. Note that, apart from a FanController, we need an Analyzer, which is in

charge of initializing the structures and loading the PPL library at execution time.

Finally, it is necessary to define a jpf-property file. Although, there are many aspects that can

be configured, the most important one is the target class, that contains the main method and the

properties to be checked. This is the file used to invoke JPF.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a work in progress to extend the JPF model checker for hybrid

system analysis. In previous work, we proposed a methodology that extends explicit discrete

model checkers, and we applied it to SPIN. Now, we prove that the approach is sufficiently

generic to be applied to JPF too. We also formalize the methodology, proving its soundness.

Although the prototype is still not completely operative, the current results are promising. JPF

provides the necessary mechanisms to be extended in a non-intrusive way, allowing the use of

external libraries, such as PPL, to perform the abstraction of the continuous behavior of a hybrid

system.

Future work will focus on finishing the implementation of the prototype and analyzing some

relevant case studies. One of the open issues is to implement the synchronous communication of

automata in JPF. In addition, we would like to compare the performance of the tool with other

existing tools for hybrid systems.
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